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Oxygen

Oxygen is a chemical element with
symbol O and atomic number 8. At
standard temperature and pressure, two
atoms of the element bind to form
dioxygen,
a
colourless,
odourless,
tasteless diatomic gas with the formula
O2. This element is an important part of
the atmosphere and is necessary to
sustain most terrestrial life.

the Earth's crust, making up almost half
of the crust's mass. Oxygen is also
chemically reactive to remain a free
element in Earth's atmosphere without
being continuously replenished by the
photosynthetic action of living organisms,
which use the energy of sunlight to
produce elemental oxygen from water.
Free elemental O2 only began to
accumulate in the atmosphere about 2.5
billion years ago. Diatomic oxygen gas
constitutes 20.8% of the volume of air.
Oxygen constitutes most of the mass of
living organisms because water is their
major constituent (for example, about
two-thirds of human body mass). Many
major classes of organic molecules in
living organisms, such as proteins, nucleic
acids, carbohydrates and fats, contain
oxygen, as do the major inorganic
compounds that are constituents of
animal shells, teeth, and bone.
Elemental oxygen is produced by
cyanobacteria, algae and plants, and is
used in cellular respiration for all complex
life. Oxygen is toxic to obligately
anaerobic organisms, which were the
dominant form of early life on Earth until
O2 began to accumulate in the
atmosphere.

Oxygen is a member of the chalcogen
group on the periodic table and is a highly
reactive non-metallic element that
readily forms compounds (notably
oxides) with most elements except the
noble gases Helium and Neon. Oxygen is
a strong oxidizing agent. By mass, oxygen
is the third-most abundant element in the
universe, after hydrogen and helium and
the most abundant element by mass in

Another form (allotrope) of oxygen, ozone
(O3), strongly absorbs UVB radiation and
consequently the high-altitude ozone
layer helps protect the biosphere from
ultraviolet radiation but is a pollutant
near the surface where it becomes
by-product of smog.
Oxygen is produced industrially by
fractional distillation of liqueﬁed air, use
of zeolites with pressure-cycling to
concentrate oxygen from air, electrolysis
of water and other means.

Oxygen is more soluble in water than
nitrogen. Water in equilibrium with air
contains approximately 1 molecule of
dissolved O2 for every 2 molecules of N2,
compared to an atmospheric ratio of
approximately 1:4. The solubility of
oxygen in water is temperaturedependent and about twice as much
dissolves at 0°C than at 20°C.
At 25°C and 1 standard atmosphere (101.3
kPa) of air, freshwater contains about
6.04 millilitres (mL) of oxygen per litre,
whereas seawater contains about 4.95
mL per litre.
At 5°C the solubility increases to 9.0 mL
(50% more than at 25°C) per litre for
water and 7.2 mL (45% more) per litre for
sea water.
Oxygen condenses at 90.20 K (−182.95°C,
−297.31°F), and freezes at 54.36 K (−
218.79°C, −361.82°F). Both liquid and solid
O2 are clear substances with a light
sky-blue colour caused by absorption in
the red (in contrast with the blue colour
of the sky, which is due to Rayleigh
scattering of blue light). High-purity liquid
O2 is usually obtained by the fractional
distillation of liqueﬁed air.
Liquid oxygen may also be produced by
condensation out of air, using liquid
nitrogen as a coolant. Two major
methods are employed to produce 100
million tonnes of O2 extracted from air
for industrial uses annually. The most
common method is to fractionally distil
liqueﬁed air into its various components,
with N2 distilling as a vapour while O2 is
left as a liquid.

The other major method of producing O2
gas involves passing a stream of clean,
dry air through one bed of a pair of
identical zeolite molecular sieves, which
absorbs the nitrogen and delivers a gas
stream that is 90% to 93% O2.
Simultaneously, nitrogen gas is released
from the other nitrogen-saturated zeolite
bed, by reducing the chamber operating
pressure and diverting part of the oxygen
gas from the producer bed through it, in
the reverse direction of ﬂow. After a set
cycle time the operation of the two beds
is interchanged, thereby allowing for a
continuous supply of gaseous oxygen to
be pumped through a pipeline. This is
known as pressure swing adsorption.
Oxygen gas is increasingly obtained by
these non-cryogenic technologies. It is a
highly reactive substance and must be
segregated from combustible materials.
Oxygen gas can also be produced through
electrolysis of water into molecular
oxygen and hydrogen. A similar method is
the electrocatalytic O2 evolution from
oxides and oxoacids. Chemical catalysts
can be used as well, such as in chemical
oxygen generators or oxygen candles that
are used as part of the life-support
equipment on submarines and are still
part
of
standard
equipment
on
commercial
airliners
in
case
of

depressurization emergencies. Another
air separation technology involves forcing
air
to
dissolve
through
ceramic
membranes based on zirconium dioxide
by either high pressure or an electric
current, to produce nearly pure O2 gas.
In large quantities, the price of liquid
oxygen in 2001 was approximately
$0.21/kg. Since the primary cost of
production is the energy cost of liquefying
the air, the production cost will change as
energy cost varies.
Liquid oxygen — abbreviated LOx, LOX or
Lox in the aerospace, submarine and gas
industries — is one of the physical forms
of elemental oxygen.

Because of its cryogenic nature, liquid
oxygen can cause the materials it touches
to become extremely brittle. Liquid
oxygen is also a very powerful oxidizing
agent: organic materials will burn rapidly
and energetically in liquid oxygen.
Further, if soaked in liquid oxygen, some
materials such as coal briquettes, carbon
black, etc., can detonate unpredictably
from sources of ignition such as ﬂames,
sparks or impact from light blows.
Liquid nitrogen has a lower boiling point
at −196°C (77 K) than oxygen's −183°C (90
K), and vessels containing liquid nitrogen
can condense oxygen from air: when
most of the nitrogen has evaporated from
such a vessel there is a risk that liquid
oxygen remaining can react violently with
organic material. Conversely, liquid
nitrogen
or
liquid
air
can
be
oxygen-enriched by letting it stand in
open air; atmospheric oxygen dissolves in
it,
while
nitrogen
evaporates
preferentially.

Application & Uses of Oxygen

Liquid oxygen has a pale blue colour and
is strongly paramagnetic, it can be
suspended between the poles of a
powerful horseshoe magnet. Liquid
oxygen has a density of 1.141 g/cm3
(1.141 kg/L) and is cryogenic with a
freezing point of 50.5 K (−368.77°F; −
222.65°C) and a boiling point of 90.19 K (−
297.33°F, −182.96°C) at 101.325 kPa (760
mmHg). Liquid oxygen has an expansion
ratio of 1:861 under 1 standard
atmosphere (100 kPa) and 20°C (68°F).

Oxygen: Blast furnaces, copper smelting,
steel production (basic oxygen converter
process); manufacture of synthesis gas
for production of ammonia methyl
alcohol, acetylene, etc.; Oxidizer for liquid
rocket propellants, resuscitation, heart
stimulant; decompression chambers;
spacecraft; chemical intermediate; to
replace air in oxidation of municipal and
industrial organic wastes; to counteract
eﬀect of eutrophication in lakes and
reservoirs; coal gasiﬁcation.
Speciﬁc uses of oxygen can be best
summarized by separating them into the
three convenient categories:

Physiological Uses of Oxygen:
• In cells, oxygen is needed for aerobic
respiration, which allows for the
extraction of energy from ingested
foods. Thus, supplemental oxygen at
home and in hospitals is vital for those
with breathing disorders such as
emphysema.
• Compressed oxygen tanks are used by
mountaineers at high elevations to
counteract the decreased O2 pressure
at these altitudes.
• Supplemental oxygen is needed for
surgical patients intentionally rendered
paralyzed for medical procedures, in
which "heart-lung machines" keep their
vital functions going.
• Oxygen can be used as a sterilizing
agent to kill certain anaerobic bacteria
that are killed by suﬃcient exposure to
the gas.
Industrial Uses of Oxygen:
• Oxygen is needed for the reaction that
converts carbon to carbon dioxide gas
in steel working, which takes place
under high temperatures in a blast
furnace. The carbon dioxide produced
allows for the reduction of iron oxides
into more pure iron compounds.
• Uses of elemental oxygen include the
production of steel, plastics and
textiles, brazing, welding and cutting of
steels and other metals, rocket
propellant, oxygen therapy and life
support
systems
in
aircraft,
submarines, spaceﬂight and diving.
Aerospace Uses of Oxygen:
In commerce, liquid oxygen is classiﬁed
as an industrial gas and is widely used for

industrial and medical purposes. Liquid
oxygen is obtained from the oxygen
found naturally in air by fractional
distillation in a cryogenic air separation
plant.
• In liquid form, oxygen is used widely as
an oxidizing agent for use in missiles
and rockets, where it reacts with liquid
hydrogen to produce the terriﬁc thrust
needed
for
take-oﬀ.
Astronaut
spacesuits include a nearly pure form
of oxygen.
• Oxygen
is
used
to
degrade
hydrocarbon compounds, which are
broken apart by heating them. This is
used to create combustion that usually
liberates water and carbon dioxide, but
can also produce the hydrocarbons
acetylene, propylene and ethylene.
• Oxygen is used in sewage-treatment
and water-puriﬁcation plants. It is
forced through water to increase the
production of bacteria that metabolize
waste products in the water.
• Oxygen gas (O2) is needed to produce
energy in things not linked to an
electrical supply of their own, such as
generators and vehicles (e.g., ships,
airplanes and cars)
Liquid oxygen also had extensive use in
making
oxyliquit
(Liquid
Bomb)
explosives but is rarely used now due to a
high rate of accidents.

Shipment / Storage
For reasons of economy, oxygen is often
transported in bulk as a liquid in specially
insulated tankers, since one litre of
liqueﬁed oxygen is equivalent to 840 litres
of gaseous oxygen at atmospheric

pressure and 20 °C. Such tankers are used
to reﬁll bulk liquid oxygen storage
containers, which stand outside hospitals
and other institutions with a need for
large volumes of pure oxygen gas.

Liquid oxygen is passed through heat
exchangers, which convert the cryogenic
liquid into gas before it enters the
building.

Oxygen is also stored and shipped in
smaller
cylinders
containing
the
compressed gas; a form that is useful in
certain portable medical applications and
oxy-fuel welding and cutting.

Risk factors
Gaseous: moderate ﬁre risk as oxidizing
agent; therapeutic overdoses can cause
convulsions.
Liquid: may explode on contact with heat
or oxidizable materials. Irritant to skin
and tissue.

NOTE: A common belief is that we are breathing 100% oxygen in our atmosphere. That
is not true. The air we breathe is about 21 percent oxygen and 78 percent nitrogen. The
last 1% is a mix of other gases like carbon dioxide and hydrogen.
Another common misconception is that people need high purity oxygen that is close to
100% oxygen for certain occupations or uses. For example, high purity grade oxygen
would not be used for ﬁreﬁghting, deep-sea diving, or other uses. Most of these
situations use regular air or ABO gas that is often ﬁltered and chilled for user comfort.
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What is eutrophication?

LAST MONTH'S QUESTION
Ginger is closest spice to which other medicinal spice &
what is their family name?

LAST MONTH'S ANSWER:
Ginger is closely related to turmeric, cardamom and galangal medicinal spices
& their family name is Zingiberaceae.
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